Abstract-In certain classification problems, input patterns are not distributed in a clustering manner but distributed uniformly in an input space and there exist certain critical hyperplanes called decision boundaries. Since learning vector quantization (LVQ) classifies an input vector based on the nearest neighbor, the codebook vectors away from the decision boundaries are redundant. This paper presents an alternative algorithm called boundary search algorithm (BSA) for the purpose of solving this redundancy problem. The BSA finds a fixed number of codebook vectors near decision boundaries by selecting appropriate training vectors. It is found to be more efficient compared with LVQ and its validity is demonstrated with satisfaction in the transient stability analysis of a power system.
I. INTRODUCTION
Clustering algorithms attempt to organize feature vectors into clusters or natural groups such that vectors within a cluster are more similar to each other than the vectors belonging to different clusters. Competitive learning algorithm is an adaptive version of the classical k-means clustering algorithm and it has a number of applications including classification. Kohonen has proposed unsupervised and supervised competitive learning algorithms [1] , [2] . The former is self-organizing feature map (SOFM) and the latter is learning vector quantization (LVQ). Although LVQ shows good performance compared with classical classifiers like parametric Bayes classifier and k-Nearest-Neighbor (kNN) classifier [3] , it is not efficient for the problems where critical hyperplanes or decision boundaries are known to be clear. Since only the nearest neighbor of a vector to be classified determines its own class affiliation, it would be an unnecessary burden to store vectors that are far from decision boundaries in a nearest neighbor classifier's codebook vector set. This paper presents a variation of nearest neighbor algorithm, named boundary search algorithm (BSA). The goal of the BSA is to select appropriate codebook vectors from a training vector set. The BSA is composed of two procedures, executed in turn. Procedure 1 finds the codebook vectors that are near decision boundaries. Procedure 2 replaces some of the codebook vectors selected in Procedure 1 with more important training vectors. Procedure 2 is devised since a good classifier cannot be expected only with the condition that codebook vectors are positioned near decision boundaries.
The BSA is compared with LVQ by applying them to a power system transient stability analysis problem. The size and complexity of modern power systems have placed increased emphasis on the development of improved analysis techniques. Direct methods for analyzing power system transient stability, in particular, are very attractive as they have important applications in the area of power systems planning, operation, and control. An important characteristic of artificial neural network is high speed calculation ability due to its parallelism, and this offers great possibility of on-line power system stability analysis [4] - [6] .
II. LEARNING VECTOR QUANTIZATION (LVQ)
The LVQ originally proposed by Kohonen [7] is a nearest neighbor method operating explicitly in the input domain. It is similar in structure to the SOFM classifier [1] , but is based on supervised learning. During learning, codebook vectors are shifted into an optimal position. The update rule of codebook vectors in LVQ1 [1] depends on whether the class of the nearest neighbor is the same with that of input vector or not. Let R R Rc(k) be a codebook vector that is the closest to an input vector X X X(k): Then the LVQ1 update rule is as follows:
where 0 < (k) < 1; and decreases monotonically with time.
An improved algorithm, LVQ2 [2] , [3] , is closer in effect to Bayes decision theory than LVQ1 is. Its learning rule is applied only if: 1) the input vector X X X(k) is misclassified by the closest codebook vector R R R c (k); 2) the next-closest codebook vector R R R c (k) has the correct class; and 3) the input vector X X X(k) is sufficiently close to the perpendicular bisector plane between R R Rc(k) and R R R c (k); i.e., X X X(k) must fall into the "window" containing the perpendicular bisector plane.
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LVQ3 was proposed to enhance the stability of LVQ2, especially in low-dimensional problems [8] . In LVQ3, R R R c (k) and R R R c (k) which are the two closest codebook vectors to X X X(k) are updated simultaneously using (4) and (5), respectively, if X X X(k) and R R R c (k) belong to the same class, X X X(k) and R R R c (k) belong to the different classes, and X X X(k) must fall into the "window." In addition, if X X X(k); R R R c (k); and R R R c (k) belong the same class, R R R c (k) and R R R c (k) are updated using (6) .
for x 2 fc; c 0 g:
In a series of experiments, applicable values for " between 0.1 and 0.5 were found [8] .
The LVQ shows better performance compared with classical classifiers by placing codebook vectors to copy probability distribution of training vectors. However, it is inefficient for the problems where critical hyperplanes or decision boundaries are known to be clear. Since only the nearest neighbor of a vector to be classified determines its own class affiliation, it would be an unnecessary burden to store vectors that are far from decision boundaries in a nearest neighbor classifier's codebook vector set.
To cope with that problem, Poirier and Ferrieux proposed dynamic vector quantization (DVQ) [9] . In this method, the codebook vector is created dynamically if the closest codebook vector does not belong to the same class as the input vector X X X(k) and the closest codebook vector in the class of X X X(k) is too far from X X X(k): Poechmueller et al. proposed another learning algorithm that is similar to DVQ but includes the procedure where unnecessary codebook vectors are removed [10] . Although those methods reduce the above mentioned unnecessary burden of the LVQ to a degree, they cannot guarantee that all the codebook vectors are near decision boundaries.
III. BOUNDARY SEARCH ALGORITHM (BSA)
The BSA is proposed for the purpose of improving LVQ by choosing, among training vectors, only the vectors near decision boundaries as codebook vectors of Kohonen neural network. It can be easily understood that BSA is superior to LVQ since BSA replaces the redundant codebook vectors with more effective ones near decision boundaries. BSA is composed of two procedures, Procedure 1 and 2.
The purpose of Procedure 1 is to select a predetermined number of codebook vectors, from the training data, that are near decision boundaries and assign them to the Kohonen layer. The principle criterion that a vector is near a boundary is the distance between two vectors belonging to different classes. We denote the distance DO i as the smallest distance between the ith codebook vector and another vector that belongs to any other class, i.e.,
where j pointer of the codebook vector which belongs to a different class from the ith one.
The Procedure 1 is organized as follows:
Procedure 1 1) Copy all training vectors in a training list.
2) Set the training list pointer on the first element in the training list.
3) Insert M training vectors into a codebook vector list as their initial values, where M is the predetermined number of codebook vectors, R R R j ; i = 1; 2; 111; M: 4) Calculate DOi; 1 i M; at each codebook vector using (7). 5) Increase the training list pointer and insert the current training data into the M + 1th codebook vector. 6) Calculate DOM+1; and update DOi using DOI = min(DO i ; kR R R i 0 R R R M+1 k) if the current training vector belongs to a different class from the ith codebook vector. 7) Select the largest DOi; say DOi : 8) If i 3 is equal to M + 1; goto 9; else, replace i 3 th codebook vector with the M + 1th one (current training data).
9) If the current training vector is at the end of the training list, goto 11. 10) Goto 5. 11) End. Steps 1, 2, and 3 correspond to the initialization of the Kohonen layer with a subset of training vectors. A new candidate for a codebook vector is suggested and less important one is excluded in steps 7 and 8. Figs. 1 and 2 show the results of LVQ1 and Procedure 1, respectively, on the example where class 1 is inside the circle and class 2 is the outside. The numbers of training and codebook vectors are 3000 and 100, respectively. While the classifier based on LVQ1 misclassifies 74 training vectors among the 3000 data set, that based on Procedure 1 misclassifies 47.
Although Procedure 1 makes all the codebook vectors located near the boundary, uniform distribution of codebook vectors is another requirement for a good classifier. Thus, Procedure 2 is devised for this purpose.
The codebook vectors obtained using Procedure 1 may be distributed in clusters as shown in Fig. 2 . Procedure 2 scatters the clustered codebook vectors by replacing some of them with other appropriate training vectors. This is achieved by defining DS i as the smallest distance between the ith codebook vector and another one that is a member of the same class, i.e.,
where j : pointer of the codebook vector which belongs to the same class as the ith one. The Procedure 2 is organized as follows. and goto 6. 14) End. Procedure 2 constructs its initial classifier with the result of Procedure 1, and inputs the training vectors one by one to see if the classifier classifies them correctly or not. The procedure considers a misclassified training vector as a candidate for a new codebook vector in replacing an existing codebook vector that has minimal DS i : If the number of codebook vectors is not sufficient for a given problem, Procedure 2 would execute infinite loop since the procedure repeats until there is no replacement of codebook vectors. Therefore, this procedure should be interrupted when there is no performance improvement. The uniform distribution of codebook vectors near decision boundaries is expected by this procedure.
Performance is enhanced through Procedure 2 of BSA, and only four training vectors are misclassified in the same example as before, compared with the 47 misclassification when performing only Procedure 1. The resulting distribution of codebook vectors is shown in Fig. 3 . In this example, the training list pointer is set to the first element three times at step 13. For the perfect classification of all training vectors, Kohonen layer with a larger number of nodes is recommended.
In the case of a linear classifier, it is important to construct an optimal separating hyperplane which subdivides classes and is such that its distance to each sample vector is maximal [11] . This means that the hyperplane should lie in the middle of the sample vectors that belong to different classes. In the BSA, the decision boundary of its classifier is in the middle of the codebook vectors that belong to different classes. Thus, the BSA devises optimal separating hyperplanes.
IV. CASE STUDY

A. Power System Transient Stability Analysis (Equal Area Criterion)
In the case of power system transient stability analysis, input space is divided into stable and unstable regions by decision boundaries that are determined by operating condition, fault type, and fault clearing time. An infinite-bus is a source of constant frequency and voltage. A major power system bus of very large capacity compared with the rating of a machine under consideration is viewed as an infinite bus. Fig. 4 shows a single machine infinite bus power system consisting of one generator connected to an infinite bus through a double-circuit transmission line, where Z G is a generator internal impedance, Z L is a transmission line impedance, A is a generator bus, and B is an infinite-bus.
When there is an unbalance between the mechanical input and the electrical output in the generator, the rotor oscillates according to the following swing equation [12] : Then, a protective device is activated and the fault line is removed at time tc when the rotor angle is c: The equivalent impedance decreases and the power curve is shifted to curve "C." Although output power is larger than input, rotor angle still increases due to the accumulated power until the power is compensated by the area A dec : If A acc can be compensated by A dec before reaches max ; the system is stable. Otherwise, it is unstable. This method is called equal area criterion [12] . The transient stability of a single machine infinite bus power system can be analyzed by prefault operating point 0 ; fault clearing time tc; and fault location D: Thus, this phenomenon is formulated as a classification problem with three inputs.
B. Simulation Result
Four methods, LVQ1, LVQ2, LVQ3, and BSA, are applied to the transient stability analysis of the above power system with system parameters in per unit [p.u.] shown in Table I .
The generator of the sample power system is operating at 0 ; the fault is a line-to-ground fault at position D at time t = 0; and the fault is cleared at t = tc: Voltage angle of bus B is assumed as the reference axis of the system. The feasible ranges of three feature variables are as follows: Tables II and III show the comparison of the four methods with the same number of codebook vectors when the numbers of training vectors are 5000 and 10 000, respectively. Training vectors are selected randomly in the input space and error rates are calculated using new 10 000 test vectors which are not used for the training purpose.
In this simulation, we used the following parameters for LVQ: Above results show the validity of the proposed BSA. From the results we observe two important properties: First, compared with the LVQ's, BSA is more sensitive to the number of codebook vectors. Secondly, 5000 training vectors are sufficient for BSA in this problem. The BSA takes a little more training time than LVQ's. For example, training time of BSA is 343 s while that of LVQ3 is 284 s with IBM 486 PC when the numbers of training vectors and codebook vectors are 10 000 and 300, respectively. However, it does not matter because the training is performed in off-line mode.
V. CONCLUSION
As a classifier, the performance of LVQ can be improved by locating codebook vectors near decision boundaries when the boundaries are known to be clear, such as in the power system transient stability analysis problem. The BSA was proposed for this purpose, which selects a predetermined number of pertinent codebook vectors from training vectors while avoiding clusters along the boundaries. The BSA constructs a classifier superior to LVQ with the same numbers of codebook vectors and training vectors since BSA does not make any redundant codebook vectors. The validity of the proposed algorithm was demonstrated satisfactorily with power system transient stability analysis for a single machine infinite bus power system. One of the future research topics is to improve BSA so as to determine the optimal number of codebook vectors automatically.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the past decade, there has been a surge of interest in the adaptive control of nonlinear systems. Some adaptive control schemes for nonlinear systems via feedback linearization have been proposed in [1] - [6] . The fundamental idea of feedback linearization is to transform a nonlinear system dynamic into a linear one. Therefore, linear control techniques can be used to acquire the desired performance. Some preliminary results have been presented in [1] .
Since neural networks and fuzzy logic are universal approximators [7] , [8] , the adaptive control schemes of nonlinear systems that incorporate the techniques of fuzzy logic [10] or neural networks [11] - [13] have grown rapidly. For instance, the indirect adaptive fuzzy controller presented in [10] guarantees stability of the overall system. In [11] , the general stability analysis for approximators has been developed. This method can be directly applied to other types of approximators. Although both neural networks and fuzzy logic are universal approximators, there are some differences between them. The former possesses characteristics of fault-tolerance, parallelism and learning [15] . The latter has characteristics of linguistic information and logic control [15] . However, both of them have the complementary characteristics. The combined algorithms were proposed in [15] , [16] . They need off-line preprocessing.
In the fuzzy control, the selection of appropriate membership functions has been an important issue for engineering problems. In the present work, the fuzzy B-spline membership functions constructed in [16] possess the local control property and have been applied to the fuzzy-neural control of a model car successfully. But, it suffers from the drawback that a significant amount of informative empirical data will be needed to identify the fuzzy model. In other words, the method needs also off-line preprocessing.
The goal of this paper is to develop an adaptive fuzzy-neural controller, based on the structure of the fuzzy neural network in [16] , for a class of unknown dynamical systems. For the purpose of making the problem simple, we consider the nonlinear systems with no disturbances. The nonlinear systems in the presence of disturbances had been considered in [32] . In this paper, there are two primary objectives. One is to establish an adaptive fuzzy-neural controller for the linearized nonlinear systems, for which the weighting factors can be tuned on-line. The other objective is to derive a control law for which not only the weighting factors, but also the membership functions of the fuzzy-neural network can be tuned on-line for adaptive control of nonlinear dynamical systems. Since a significant amount of informative empirical data is needed in the fuzzy B-spline membership functions in [16] , in this paper, we modify the fuzzy Bspline membership function as the version of fixed number of control points for the on-line tuning of the adaptive fuzzy-neural controller. This paper points out the greater effectiveness of incorporating the on-line tuning of membership functions to fuzzy-neural networks for adaptive control of nonlinear dynamical systems. We also demonstrate the crucial role played by the local on-line tuning of B-spline membership functions for fuzzy-neural adaptive control.
The paper is organized as follows. First, an adaptive fuzzy-neural controller tuned on-line by the weighting factors for a class of
